
Overview

A cognitive assistant that learns to

help a human user handle

information overload

Bitway, Inc.
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Radar (DARPA PAL Program)

A cognitive assistant that speeds up deskwork
– Enables inexperienced personnel to get the task

done

Learns in the wild from daily use
– NOT brute force feeding or programming

Combines artificial intelligence with human-
computer interaction

Realistic human-in-the-loop experiments
– Crisis affects an existing conference plan

– Subject fills in for original planner, must handle the
crisis and other conference related tasks
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Integrated RADAR System
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Multi-ML System: RADAR (Part 1)

Integration of multiple Machine Learning components
(current list)
– Space Time Planner (STP): elicitation of facts about the

physical world in order to do better optimizations

• Remembers facts (e.g. room capacity, audio/visual equipment)
used to generate better plans.  During initial use, an elicitor
programs asks users for the most important facts.

– Classifier and NLP: assign task-oriented labels to email
messages

• Identifies and labels important parts of messages (e.g. dates,
places, tasks). Labeled messages are used by other
components to pre-populate forms.

– Virtual Information Officer (VIO): extraction and facilitation of
specific information updates on websites

• Prepares pre-populated web page update forms.  After user
completes form (if necessary) and signals approval, the web site
is automatically updated.
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Multi-ML System: RADAR (Part 2)

Integration of multiple Machine Learning components (current list)

– Workflow-by-Example (WbE): batch website updates from training
on file fields, exception handling

• Observes repetitive cut and paste tasks and after a few iterations
completes task

– CMRadar-Rooms (aka Room Finder): resource scrounging by
learning owner responses

• Observes responses of resource owners (e.g. rooms, meetings, personal
calendar) to learn their preferences (e.g. no meetings before noon) to
minimize the number of future unsuccessful requests. If all participants
are represented by CMRadar software agents, shared negotiations
satisfying personal preferences (e.g. picking a meeting time) can occur
automatically.

– Briefing Assistant (BA): summarization of activity

• Prepare a draft briefing based on observed task manager
accomplishments.  Observes user’s preferences for selection from
dynamic bullet templates (e.g. meetings held, demonstrations
accomplished, hardware issues) and presorts templates according to
preferences.
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The Test

Three day conference with tutorials, workshops,
sessions, catering

Back story in e-mail stack

Crisis happens (e.g. lose main meeting hall due to
last minute change)

Users must repair the conference plan as much as
possible in two hours
– Find new available rooms with appropriate capacity

– Notify vendors (food, audio/visual,…)

– Notify speakers, update website, brief organizers

– Accommodate last minute speaker variations

Subjects do one of three cases: COTS, -L, +L (30 to
35 subjects each)
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RADAR Test World Web Pages
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RADAR Test World Resources
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RADAR Test World Requests
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Year 2 Crisis Test Results
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System Quality

How do we know when a system of

probabilistic systems is responding

appropriately

– What is “ground truth”

– What are the metrics

How do we determine whether

source of problem is programming

versus learned data

How do we “unlearn” bad information


